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Mar-19 white sugar premium weakens
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Energy
US crude oil inventories: Yesterday's EIA inventory numbers were largely in line with expectations.
The EIA reported that US crude oil inventories increased by 3.22MMbbls over the last week, which is
also the sixth consecutive weekly build. Meanwhile, gasoline inventories fell by 3.16MMbbls though
more of a concern is the fact that distillate fuel oil stocks fell by 4.05MMbbls, leaving stocks fairly
tight as we move into winter. The other big data release from the EIA yesterday was monthly
production numbers for August, which showed that US crude oil output averaged 11.35MMbbls/d,
up from 10.93MMbbls/d in July, and much larger than the 10.96MMbbls/d that the weekly
estimates suggested over the time period.  

US oil sanctions against Iran: US sanctions against Iran finally come into effect on 5 November,
and there is still no clarity on whether the US will provide waivers to some buyers.  Indian media is
reporting that India has been able to secure waivers, after agreeing to cut purchases however
there has been no official confirmation of this. US National Security Advisor  John Bolton has said
that a number of countries “may not be able to go all the way to zero”, at least initially.

Metals
Chinese steel sector conditions improve: According to China Iron and Steel Association, the
condition of the domestic industry continues to improve, with industry profits growing by 86%
year-over-year in the first nine months of this year. Meanwhile, sales increased by 14.5% YoY.
However the association has highlighted that the industry faces challenges for the remainder of
the year and into 2019, as a result of trade tensions between the US and China.   

Agriculture
China soybean usage: Last week China’s Feed Industry Association approved standards which
would lower the protein levels in pig feed by 1.5% and poultry feed by 1%. The government
believes that this would help cut the country’s soybean consumption by around 14mt, and this
clearly comes as a response to the additional 25% import tariff that China imposed on US
soybeans.

White sugar premium weakness: The Mar-19 white sugar premium continues to come under
pressure, having fallen from around $75/t in mid-October to around $65/t currently. This weakness
has helped to drag the raws market lower in recent days. While the Indian crop is looking smaller
than initially expected, there is still plenty of low-quality whites availability, which has put renewed
pressure on the white sugar market.   
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